Sustainable Capitalism & ESG with Professor Adam Sterling for 2 units

Class number: 33527
Start date: October 17, 2022
End date: November 11, 2022
Exam take-home window: November 12 - November 18
Grading basis: Credit/no credit

Course description: The predictions that companies and investors would retreat from environmental, social, and governance (ESG) considerations are proving wrong. The global pandemic, racial injustice, rising income inequality, and climate change have only heightened the demands for capitalism to take account of its stakeholders. These demands are coming from investors, regulators, employees, and the public, who are increasingly asking companies to manage their environmental and social impact. Precisely how to meet this growing demand remains unclear. Through a combination of theory and practice, this course will explore and address that challenge.

There is no required textbook.

Please check back soon for the live session times and professor's office hours.